
COURSE TITLE : SHORTHAND ENGLISH - ELABORATION
COURSE CODE : 3134
COURSE CATEGORY : B
PERIODS/WEEK : 4
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 72
CREDITS :  4

TIME SCHEDULE

Module Objective Periods
I 1. Speed practice to attain a speed of 100 wpm

2. Special contractions  to develop speed
3. Advanced  Phraseography to develop speed

11

Test I 1
II 1.  Speed practice  to attain a speed of 120 wpm

2.  Official Letters &  Business letters
3.  Personal letters, Letters to  Editor of a daily 19

Test II 1
III 1.  Speed Practice to attain a speed of 120wpm

2.  Advertisement for jobs and application thereto
3.  Notice inviting tenders and  Annual General Meeting and

Minutes of Meeting
19

Test III 1
IV 1. Speed Practice to attain a speed of 120wpm

2. Government Order/Circular
3. Press Note, Eye witness account to an accident/incident
4. Legal Notice

19

Test IV
TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES
Module I
1.1.0 Understand importance of speed building

1.1.1 Take down dictation at 100wpm

1.2.0 Recognise importance of contractions in speed building

1.2.1 Practice the list of special contractions and  dictate the exercises at 120 wpm

1.3.0 Recognise the importance of using phrases to increase speed

1.3.1 Practice Advanced phrases and dictate exercises under the chapter at 120 wpm



Module II
2.1.0 Understand importance of speed building

2.1.1 Take down dictation at 120 wpm

2.2.0 Understand the concept of communication

2.2.2 Take down dictation only the brief content of all kinds of official lettters and

make out an elaborated form of  the same in proper form

2.3.0 Understand the editorial letters

2.3.1 Practice the letters to editor in the dailies

2.3.2 Take down dictation for the matters of public interest and make out a letter to be
published in the dailies

Module III
3.1.0 Understand importance of speed building

3.1.1 Take down dictation at 120 wpm to improve the skill

3.2.0 Understand the method of advertisement for jobs and responding to vacancies

3.2.1 Practice to take dictation of matters relating to advertisement and reproduce it in
proper form

3.2.2 Practice to prepare resume

3.2.3 Take down dictation of an advertisement and write down application for the post

3.3.0 Understand to draft Tender Forms, Notice to Annual General Meeting and to prepare
minutes of a meeting

3.3.1 Take down dictation for questions inviting tenders, invitation to Company Meeting

and minutes of a meeting and reproduce in the proper format

Module IV
4.1.0 Understand importance of speed building

4.1.2 Practice speed writing

4.2.0 Understand the form of Govt. Order and Govt. Circulars

4.2.1 Take down dictation for G.Os and Circulars and write down in proper form

4.3.0 Understand  forms of Press Note, eye witness of an accident/incident reported in

dailies

4.3.1 Take down dictation for the questions relating to the press note, eye witness of

accident/incident and reproduce elaborately into the proper form

4.4.0 Understand Legal phrases and Notice

4.4.1            Take down dictation  and prepare Legal Notice in proper form.



COURSE CONTENT

The student is to be given all sorts of training in taking down dictation and reproducing it in its
proper form.  Elaboration is intended to enable the student to take down the points in shorthand and
then reproduce it into the proper form elaborating the points dictated.

Scheme of Examination
Max Marks: 100 Time for Dictation: 7 mts

Time for Elaboration; 2Hrs. 30 mts.

Brief notes on varied matters covering six questions shall be dictated at a speed of 120 wpm for a
period of 7 minutes carrying equal marks (6x15) and instructed to elaborate the points into correct
format. 5 marks allotted to neat and well written shorthand notes and 5marks to the neat and correct
formatting of the questions.

Reference Books
1. Pitman shorthand instructor and key

1.Elaboration notes -- Kala Publications and Sanjay Publications


